An Equitable and Sustainable Approach to Open Access

Join us in our mission to promote knowledge sharing and scientific discovery.

About the Program

How does S2O work at AIP Publishing?
Simple! It works through our normal subscription process. If enough institutions renew their subscriptions for a journal in our S2O program, that journal will be flipped to OA for the current year.

What happens when the journal converts to OA?
All content for the calendar year is made openly available under a CC-BY license at no cost to the author — and the content will be freely available to all.

Do the journals remain OA?
We will offer subscribers the opportunity to renew each year. If enough choose to renew, the publication stays OA for another year. If not, then the publication once again becomes gated — but the content from the OA year(s) will remain open in perpetuity.

How can I participate in AIPP’s S2O pilot program?
By renewing or subscribing today

Participating journals:
Journal of Applied Physics & Physics of Plasmas
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